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in Lao Qida，a Chinese Textbook in Ancient Korea
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2． Department of Chinese，Xiamen University，Fujian Xiamen 361005，China)
Abstract: Old Qida，the model of Chinese conversation textbook in the late Koryo，was the pioneer for the Chinese conversation educa-
tion in Korea and the important mark of the stylistic formation for the modern Chinese conversation textbooks． However，doubts still ex-
ist for the source of the stylistic formation． Compared with the styles in the textbooks from the Warring States，Sui，Tang and even Song
dynasties in China，Old Qida was created on the base of Chinese ancient conversational style with the content to meet the need of Chi-
nese learning and the excerpts from the journey to Ming dynasty．











熙(1958 年)、胡明扬(1984 年)、李得春(1992 年)等。
但对于《老乞大》会话课本的样态特征，即文体问题
讨论者却很少。《老乞大》从高丽末期正丙戌(1346












































































































































































































姓》(1919 年)、《学 清》(1885 年)、《骑 着 一 匹》
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